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A. Th6 Use of Taylor's Mathematical Lines 47
B« A Mathematical Analysis of Statical
Stability qq




B - 1. beam; 2. center of buoyancy.
b - block coefficient.
BliL - transverse metacentric radius.
D - depth.
G - center of gravity.
G-M - transverse metacentric height.
OZ - righting; arm.
H - draft.
I - transverse moment of inertia of waterplane.
K - keel.
KB - vertical distance from keel to center of buoyancy.
KG - vertical distance from keel to center of gravity.
L - 1. length of ship; 2. a parameter used in Tpylor's
I.Iathematical Lines.
1 - longitudinal coefficient,
m - midship coefficient,
p - waterline coefficient.
Q - angle of Inclination.
Additional symbols appearing only in Appendix A
are:
^o
~ acceleration of the curve at the bow or stern.
^1 - acceleration of the curve at the midship section.
f - flare of the unit ship.
F - flare of the actual ship.

(Cont'd)
iAq - section coefiicient for zero flere.
nis - Gectlon coefficient.
R ~ deadrise coefficient.
S - slope of the Pcceleration curve.
t - bow or stern ttngent.
y^ - fraction of the midship beam.
Other symbols, not In general use, but apperring
in this report, are defined when introduced.

A. Object ;
The objf^ct of this investlge tlon wee to develop
a more accurcte and convenient method then Is currently
available for predicting the Curve of Static;! Stability
from preliminary design information.
B. Method:
Two unit parent hull forms vere designed, using
Taylor's Matherartical Lines as explained in Appendix A. The
longitudinal coefficient, weterline coefficient, flare, and
sheer were identical in both parent forms; but the block co-
efficient was varied. From each of the tTo parents, body
plans were drawn, having systematically varied values of 3/H
and D/H. Then by the use of the integrator and "trial water-
line" method, righting' arms for all hulls were determined for
Inclinations of every fifteen degrees up to sixty. These data
were then presented in the form of a family of curves.
G. Results :
The principal quantitative results are the family
of stability and derived curves comprising Section IV of this
report.
D, Conclusions and Recommendations :
1, Taylor's Mathematical Lines for hull design are
a logical and useful approach to the investigation of stabil-
ity, since by their use any independent coefficient or charac-

terlstic of a hull can be varied by a known aimunt nni tv^g
resultant change in etatical stability known to be due only
to that variation. It is, therefore, possible to investigate
the influence upon the curve of statical stability of any of
the hull coefficients and characteristics.
2. The ultimate objective of the investigation
could not be fully attained in the time available by this
thesis group, but the method and direction of future investi-
gations have definitely been indicated.
3. It is recoin.T.ended that the investigation be
continued in its present form so that it will ultimately in^
elude hull forms based on at least four different values of
1, four different values of b for each velue of 1, five values
of B/H for each value of b, and four values of D/H for each
value of B/H. To cor.plete the study, it is recomrnehded that
the effects of flare, waterline coefficient, and sheer then
be investigated in a siisilrr manner.
^. It is further recomnended that the complete
data be presented in the form of families of curves so that
the preliminary designer can enter with the basic hull co-
efficients and characteristics and, by means of a few inter-




This investigation, end the ones following it,
sre Intended to be of use to the ship designer in the pre-
liminary stage. As things stejid now, he ceji find many'
things about a new hull without drawing a line or fairing a
point. He can find its probable propulsion characteristics
from the Standard Series, from a parent ship he can find its
probable displacement, and from the duties of the design in
service he can find its principal dimensions and coefficients
of fineness. But even by laborious calculations for the
height of the center of gravity he can get only an approxl-
' mate value of the metacentric height, G-M; and he can get no
knowledge at all of the other stability characteristics. Ex-
cept by inference from the stability curves of the parent,
and from a general knowledge of the effect of GU on stability,
the preliminary designer has no means of knowing:
1. The range of stability.
2. The angle of maximum righting arm.
3. The value of maximum righting arm.
h, V,Tiether his curve of statical stability
rises above the tangent at the origin,
or falls below it.
Many attempts to correct this situation have been
made. In 1920, Dr. Helnrlch Schultz (l) gave analytical
formulae for the ordinates of a curve of statical stability.

Alenan (2) applied these to merchant types and obtained good
results. Guney end Unel (3) demonstrated that they are not
applicable to destroyer-type hulls, and developed an eouatlon
for the angle of raaximun righting arm. Their formula is:
sin fi^ = K^iQU/mY^
where K^ is a parameter depending on GM, BM, "virtual free-
board", and JJjj, of actual ships. The formula is applied to a
number of destroyer hulls in reference (3). The maximum er-
ror found was about
-12?^ in 50°, but was not consistent in
either magnitude or sense. Moreover, for the purposes of the
preliminary designer, it requires exact knowledge of both BM
and GM, neither of which is readily available with any pre-
cision.
Hushing (1|) used two destroyer hulls considered to
be the usual extremes in this type of ship, and, using
Benjamin's method of integration, obtained curves enabling
the destroyer designer to approximate his curve of statical
stability with fair accuracy, so long as the new hull does
not depart radically from the usual destroyer lines.
All of these methods, for the purpose of the pre-
liminary design, have certain defects:
1. They give too little information, or,
2. They give results applicable to only one type.
In short, they attack only the fringes of the problem.
Latimer and Ramsey (5), and McKay (6), have gone to
the center of the problem by using hulls of geometrical form

(a rectangle, a triengle, pnd an ellipse). They obtained
good correlrtlon v/lth ships In service. The stability curve
obtained by their method is plv/pys on the conservative side,
and the error in the value of maxlraura righting rrm is less
than 9/9. iloreover, their "i-thod has the advantage thrt a
deslb^ner need knov; only his principal dimensions and coef-
ficients of fineness to apply It.
The authors felt that this 'vas the proper approach,
but that the geometriccl hull was an prtlflciallty that in-
troduced unnvoldable error into the final results. It was
su^rf^ested by Professor G. C. Manning of the Mossechusetts
Institute of Technology that this objection could be removed
by using actual ship-shaped forms. For a time It was con-
sidered that correlrtlon of stability curves v/lth various
parameters could be obtained by study of the stability of
ships in service, but this idea ^"pb abandoned In short order.
It Is simple enough to find the vr.rlatlon in the curve of
staticGl stability between tvo ships, but it is impossible
to know what caused it unless only one parameter has Vc?rled.
This is normally not the case, of course, but is perfectly
possible with mathemrticrl lines. It was, therefore, decided
to use Taylor's Mathemfitlccl Lines.
The very v;ord "mrthemetical" immediately suggests
»•
the possibility of using an exact integration by ' the calculus,
rather than rny of the numerous mechanical or approximate

methods fivalleble. Time vpb spent in exploring this idea,
but the method was abandoned for the reasons {siven in
Appendix "B",
iiventuf.lly it tos decided to ure the standard in-
tegrator method of detf^rrnining stability. This method is
admittedly not accurpte, since it presupposes that the ship
does not trira as it heels, which we knov/ it does. Neverthe-
less, it has merit in that it is used almost exclufiively for
determining stability (unless a model is inclined), and thus
results by this .rr.ethod have comparative value. The usuel
method is to obtain Cross Curves of Stability, and from thera,
the Curve of Statical Stability. To do this, hov.-ever, would
invalidate the results: as the waterline on a hull is moved—
as it must be to get cross curves— it would be unusual indeed
if the values of the coefficients of fineness did not change,
and it is apparent that the values of D/H, B/H, and L/H must
change. Conclusions arrived at on the basis that the hull
had a given block coefficient, then, would be dubious at best.
Moreover, if, after rrriving at the cross curves, we select
only one displacement (that at the' Designer' s
-Vater Line), re
have done a great deal of work which is of absolutely no use
to us. In addition, the accuracy of the valu=. we get from^the
cross curves is dependent on the manner of their fairing,^ and
these, curves are notoriously difficult to fair. For these
reasons, it was decided to use only one displacement, and to
obtain the Curve of Statical Stability directly. T}ie method
of "trial waterlines" used is explained under "Procedure".
6

Nov, the parameters to be used in the presentation
of the results are a matter of considerrble interest. The














and any attempt at dimensional analysis
will afford only the usual coefficients of fineness, and vfri-
ous ratios betn'een the linear dimensions: D/H, B/H, GZ/B, etc.
Of necessity, then, v.e must choose among them. It will be
noted from the results presented that the variable "L" does
not apoear as long as the effect of trim is not considered.
Neither wns it necessary to consider the displacement. This
is discussed at more length in Appendix "B".
A definite plan of variation was followed, which is
treated more fully in "Procedure". Briefly, the ratio of D/K
was handled merely by reducing the freeboard at constant draft,
and the ratio of B/H by changing the vertical scale.
In attacking this investigation, certain simplifica-
tions were used:

1. KG = H.




6. Certain values of flare v/ere use.d (see
Appendix "A").
7. The above-v;ater body of Hull Series "A*
,^as faired
in by eye, the offsets taken and recorded, and
again used in Hull Series "3". They ere listed
under "Procedure".
g. The curve of static.1l stability is believed to
be of little use for angles greeter than the
angle of maximum righting moment. Tlie authors,
therefore, chose to limit their investigation
to angles of inclination less than 60°. By us-
ing intervals of 15°, this affords five points
on the curve of statical stability, and allows
better definition of that part of the cur^/e of




After a basic hull form was designed by the use of
Tfiylor's Mathematical Lines, as described in Appendix "A",
a body plan was drawn usin^ the offsets so obtained.
The body plan v;as plotted on cross-section paper
with a beam of ten inches, about the largest value for \vhich
the body plan cen be continuously integrated by the Arasler
integrator. V/hen the body plan is dram to this scale, the
offsets can be plotted to two significant figures, and the
third figure may be approximated.
The above-v/ater body was arbitrarily faired to the
deck edge on the unit body plan (B/H=2) of Hull Series A for
a value of the ratio of depth to draft of 2.0, In doing this
an attempt was made to represent the above-water body of a
ship of conventional type. The offsets as measured were later
used for all subsequent ratios of 3/H and on all body plans of
Hull Series B.
Table of Offsets for Ahove-V/ater Body
V/L 12' lii' 16' lg» 20'
STA
1 .^20 .^52 .i^90 .5^3 ,620
2 .730 .763 .795 .g33 .gyo
3 .900 .90g .520 .935 ,960
k
.990 .992 .995 .997 1.00
5 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00
6 .995 .997 .999 1.00 1.00
7 .975 ,9S^ .9SS .992 .992
g .950 .967 .972 .967 .960
9 .230 .ggo .902 .905 .^90

In vprying the ratio of bean to draft, (3/H), the
actual value of beam v/rs kept constant at ten inches and
the draft changed. The values of B/H for which individual
hull forms v/ere dravm and integrated are: 2, 2^, 3» 3^, &"^.
For each ratio of 3/H, integrations '-ere performed
for the following ratios of depth to draft, D/K: 1.^1, 1.6,
l.S, & 2.0. Draft va s maintained constant and the ratio
varied by re-drav/int^ the main deck for the value of D/H de-
sired.
Since an inclined waterline drawn through G v;ould
in general not give the desired constant value of displace-
ment, a trial vrterline was drawn parallel to the inclined
waterline through G- and the volume of displr.cement compared
with that for the unlncllned ship. Successive trial v/ater-
lines were similarly drawn until the desired displacement
had been obtained on t"f0 successive trials. The readings
of the moment wheel were recorded for all integrations for
vfhich the trial area readings v/ere usefully close to the de-
sired value. Displacement was required to be v-ithin one
percent.
The integrations were performed for use with
Simpson's First Rule for both moments and volumes. All odd-
numbered stations and all even-numbered stations were inte-
grated continuously and the results tabulated for convenience
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It was seldom necessary to perform a complete In-
tegration to establish a close approxlmtitlon to the final
position of a given waterline. If, when integrating for a
trial r,'aterline, the area of the even-numbered stations com-
pared closely to the area of the even stations for the un-
inclined ship, the total area would be equally close to the
desired value. This procedure decreased the work of deter-
mining the position of the inclined waterline. One can expect
to arrive at the proper displacement on the third attempt.
Since the integrations vv'ere performed about a verti-
cal plane through 0, the restoring moment is given by:
n = 1 s £ / (^^>'
and the volume of displacement by:
When using the Amsler integrator in conjunction with
Simpson's Rule and remembering that first and lest stations
have zero area,
GZ =




Mq ss difference in readings of moment wheel for
odd stations.
M« - difference in readings of moment wheel for
even steticns.
Aq = difference in readings of area wheel for
odd stations.
Aq = difference in readings of area wheel for even
stations.
In order to determine the slope of the curves of
statical stability in the vicinity of the origin, the value
of G-M/B was computed as follows:
on » KB *- BM - kG-
*"b""V'm'b/ B \M 8/
KB was determined by a method similar to that used for de-
termining G-Z, and then checked by a numerical Integration
of offsets. The results of these two methods checked v/lthin
one percent.
BM/B was determined from the following relation:
V
'- ^ ro^ dj'^ f t^^^-' " ^^—
J
^Z OH





I ^ X . B - r- o r- ^ ^
B ISO .6 f '^ n 2 1-y^/- E y,.,:j
where Y = actual v;aterline offset.
y = weterline offset of the unit hull.
Unlng the computed values of GZ/B, the slope at
the origin determined by GK/B, and the qualitative informa-
tion derived from a determination of the approximate angle of
deck edge immersion, curves of stetical stability ^vere plotted
for each value of B/H end D/H. Derived cross-curves 'vere ob-
tained by plotting the results for each value of 0.
For the benefit of future investigators, the follow-
ing information may be of assistance in planning the v;ork:
to plot and fair a body plan of the type used requires about
two hours. After experience has been gained in estimating
the position of the waterlines and in performing the integra-
tions, the total time, including the subsequent calculations,
for one value of 3/H will be about eight to ten hours. This
time is exclusive of the time which will be needed to compute
the initial rartheraatical unit hull form (see Appendix "A").
The Figures b, c, d, & e which follow are included
in this section to illustrate the type of body plan used in
the investigation. They are reproductions of four of the ten
body plans actually dra.wn and integrated. As mentioned above,
body plans for different values of D/H were obtained merely by
re-drawing the main deck at a different height.
/4
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CURVES OF STATICAL STABILITY
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DERIVED CURVES OF RICI^TIIIG ARLI
PLOTTED FOR CONSTAITT ANGLE OF IL'CLIIJATION
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V DISCUSSION OF :USULTS
As set fortli elsewhere, the object of the investl-
gPtion was to develop a more accurate end. convenient method
than is currently availr-ble for predicting the curve of statical
stability fro.-n preliminary design inforrnetion. The authors be-
lieve that a long step has been taken tovrrd this objective
and that there has been indicated for future investigation a
definite direction, which, if closely followed, will lesd to
the successful attainment of the objective.
The Investigation thus far hps demonstrated that the
use of Taylor's Mathematical Lines for hull design is a logical
method of obtaining the data necessary to show the quantitative
effects, on the statical stability curve, of a known variation
in any of the hull coefficients or chorscteristics. In this re-
port, through the use of two hull series, there have been shown
the quantitative effects of variations in block coefficient
beam-to-draft ratio, and depth-to-draft ratio. A continuation
of the investigation along the same lines will be able to record
the effects of changes in longitudinal coefficient and of fur-
ther variations in block coefficient. It will also be per-
fectly feasible to obtain the effects of variations in sheer
flare, and waterline coefficient since a body plan evolved
from Taylor's Lines is dependent upon these three characteris-




After all the data derived from variations in 1, b,
B/H, and D/H hpve been collected and the quantitative effects
compared, it will be a simple ma iter to present the informa-
tion in a form reodily usable by preliraincry designers. Though
the final form of present^! tion must be predicated on an analysis
of the comparative effects of the varis tions in erch argument,
the authors have the follov/ing tentative form in mind:
1. Four equrlly -spaced values of longitudinal
coefficient.
2. Four equally-sprced values of block coeffi-
cient as sub-heads under each velue of
longitudinal coefficient.
3. Four values of angle of inclination (15, 30»
U-5, and 60) as sub-heads under each value of
block coefficient.
h. Curves of GZ/B versus D/H for five values of
B/H (2, 2|, 3, 3t, & k) for each angle of in-
clination.
5. Correction curves to the above values for
varying values of flare, sheer, and weterline
coefficient.
The above plan for presentation was decided upon
after an analysis based on the usual theory and on the de-
rived postulate set fort i by Latimer end Ramsey (5) that for
constant B/H and H/D the variables having the greatest effect
t+a

on rlghtinf^ arm are b, m, en:l 5. The conclusions seem
logical end, therefore, result in the above tentrtive form,
or a slig-ht variation thereto. It is possible, honevpr,
that one of the other chrrecterlstics such as flare, sheer,
or v/aterline coefficient might have more effect than it is
nov7 thought to have. In this event it may be necessary to
have more major arguments or sub-heads in the final presenta-
tion of data.
Althouj^h completion of the entire investi;ration
includin, the analysis and presents tion, will necessarily re-
quire very many man-hours of "/ork, the authors believe thrt
the objective sought is vrell worth the length of time neces-
sary to its development. A successful attainment of the ob-
jective will enrble the designer to predict conveniently ond
rapidly the statical stability characteristics of any proposed
design. The preliminary designer will, in addition, be able
to decide after only a few more minutes what changes must be
made in his design in order to arrive at the dosired stability
characteristics.
It is recommended, then, that future investii^p tors
continue the above-mentioned procedure of collecting the
necessary data and that, specifically, the below-listed steps




1. Design, by the use of Taylor's Wntheraatical
Lines, of Hull Series "C" and "D", both to havp e longitud-
inal coefficient equal to 0.62 and block coefficients eauel
to those of Hull Series "A" and "B" respectively. In both of
these series, all other chr. racteristics and coefficients to
remain as in "A" and •'3".#
2. Extension of series "C" and "D" to give differ-
ent body plans having 3/H equal to 2, 2^-, 3, 3^, & K respect-
ively and subsequent integration for stability of these body
plans for D/H ratios of 1.^, 1.6, l.g & 2.0.
3» Collection and presentation of these data for
Series "C" and "D" in a manner similar to that for "A'' and
"B" as included in this report.
h. Comparisons with stability curves of rctual
ships of the data obtained up to this point in the investiga-
tion. This necessarily will be a rough comparison since, for
purposes of interpolation, linearity will be assumed- through-
out a long range of 1 and b; and, in addition, the effects of
variation in sheer, flare, and vraterline coefficient \7ill be
ignored.
5. Recommendations, b.'^sed upon these comparisons,
as to the values of 1, b, p, flare, and sheer to be used in
further hull form variations.
# It v/ill be necessary to allov; the values of deadrise co-
efficient in Taylor's equations to change In order to
arrive at fair curves for the body section. This disparity
should, hovever, have negligible effect on stability,' and
cannot be obviated in any event since the deadrise* coeffi-
cient is, PS explained in Appendix "A", not subject to
control.
It must also be remembered that the flare referred to in




actually used In the compul'tioa of the raa the inn tier 1 hull)
and not necessarily the- flare on any one body plan. It Is
obvious that the actual flare appearing on any one body
plan v/111 be dependent upon B/H as well as upon the v^lue








the Use of Tfiylor*s I>'!athemn tlcnl Lines
These Lines are desired to produce, not simple
hulls, but actual ships, and are thus much too complete for
our purposes. Moreover, the authors found that their use
necessitated a good deal more knowledge than is available
from a simple perusel of the text (7). Some three months
were spent in their study, and in making certain necessary
changes and slmplificotions; and to make it unnecessary for
succeeding investigators to repeat these, this Appendix is
included in the Thesis.
An anelysls of the ffiirly simple, but tedious,
mathematics involved will not be given, since reference (7)
provides all that is needed. Briefly, however, the Lines
are constructed as follows:
Knowing the values of m, b, 1, end p, the designer
proceeds to calculate (l) the Designer's Water Line, (?) the
Curve of Sectional Areas, and (3) the Section Offsets. These
calculations determine a three-dimensional, fair solid; no
fairing of points is necessary, and no further adjustments
need be made to the hull coefficients.
A. Designer' s 'Vater Line
Curve of Sectional Areas
These curves are of the seme general shape, and the
type of equations used for both is a fifth-order parabola.
The constants and parameters found for one are, therefore, ap-
^7

pllcable to the other. The governing conditions for these
pnrabolae are:
1. At the midship section, both Designer's Water
Line and Sectional Area curves must be horizontal.
2. At the midship section, both Designer's Water
Line and Sectional Area curves must have the ordi-
nate equal to the desired value of beam and
sectional area. If the midship section is taken
as the section of greatest area and beam, as Is
usually the cose, this will be the maximum ordi-
»
nate.
3. At the midship section, the curvature must be
subject to control.
^. At the bow and stern, the elope of the curves must
be subject to control.
5. The coefficient of fineness of the curves (water-
line coefficient, p, and longitudinal coefficient,
1) must be subject to control.
In order to make these Lines of general application,
Taylor (7) has used a "unit ship"; that is, one in which the
half-beam, the half-length, and the draft are all set at unity.
All offsets, therefore, are proper fractions, and are converted
to actual offsets simply by multiplying by the actual values of
B/2, L/2, or H.
Before starting the calculation of these two curves,
it is necessary to detennlne three parameters:
H8

1. Coefficient of fineness p or 1
2. Bow tangent t
3- Acceleration (curvature) at the "^ f
midship section a-j^
The first of these presents no difficulty, since the designer
presumably knows his longitudinal coefficient and his v/ater-
line coefficient. The determination of the other two, however,
Is a different matter.
Not Included in reference (7)| ^ut given in certain




- /op- 5 -
/2-
and we are told that:
a^ may be zero or negative. >
a^j is negative for full lines, positive for hollow lines
Sq is the slope of the acceleration curve (y"); I.e.,
the rate of change of curvature, ©t the origin.
S]_ Is the slope of the acceleration curve (y") at the
midship section.




Now, suppose we decide on:
1. Full lines for both the Designer's Water Line and
the Curve of Sectional Areas,
2. Maximum ordinate for both to be at the midship
section,
3. Straight run,




From the G-overning Equations, then, we get:
0= ^O- to p - °^o ^'^
t = jOfD- s--^ *^//^ (a)
Eliminating a between these two equations, we obtain:
acr= ^^p -St _ - - - - (3)
From equation (l), and remembering that we have said a^ is to
be zero, we see that:
If we arbitrarily set p at O.70, as was done in Hull Series




Note that with the conditions we chose, we were not free to
assume any values of p, aQ, and t, but were forced to take
50

Values consistent with our assuniptions and with each other.
Since we hnve three of these parameters, and two equations
involving them, we may choose only one at will, and our
choice of it is determined by the type of hull we desire.
Taylor's Mathematical Lines are based on a half-
ship, as explained. That is, the origin of the parabola is
taken at one end of the ship, either at the bow or at the
stern. At x - 1.0, therefore, we ere at the midship section,
regardless of whether we are computing the fore- or after-
body. The two curves making up the complete ship must
obviously fair in at this point in order to have a ship-shaped
form. This means only that:
S, (bow) must equal S^ (stern),
and a^ (bow) must equal a. (stern).
By equating the expressions for these quantities, we may ob-
tain:
oC, * O
Obviously, if a Is to be negative (for the full lines we de-
sire), then:
which is of course reasonable. Substituting the values chosen






As a matter of curiosity, we may find that at the stern,
oa -
which simply indicates a blunt stern.
The values used in the example above were those
used in the calculation of Hull Series "A" and "B".
The same analysis applies exactly to the calcula-
tion of the Curve of Sectional Areas, except that in the
place of waterline coefficient, p, we use the longitudinal
coefficient, 1. It was decided to use the longitudinal co-
efficient of the forebody equal to that of the after-body
both because it simplifies the calculation somewhat, and be-
cause no useful purpose is served, in the majority of hulls,
by varying it. This will give a Curve of Sectional Areas
symmetrical about the midship section.
The shape of these curves is subject to a good deal
more control than is indicated in this exposition. For ex-
ample, if for a high-speed ship we want a hollow Designer's
Water Line—one which has a point of Inflection between the
bow and the midship section—we may not only provide for it,
we may control its position. The text (7), page 3g, gives a
series of contour curves for this purpose. These are not suf-
ficiently accurate for our use, however, and the same analysis
used above must be resorted to. Nevertheless, as explained in
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the reference (7)| they may be used to find the approximate
position of a point of inflection, if one occurs, and to in-
dicate general areas from which values of t corresponding to
the chosen p or 1 must be selected. Thus, the vfllues used by
the authors will be found in an area where no points of in-
flection are possible, a necessary condition for full lines.
Had hollow lines been desired, a value of t less than 2.0 is
indicated. Then, with our original assumption, the use of
p = 0.70 is not permissible, but must be some lesser value as
determined by equation (3).
In general, the authors found the parameters t, a,
and S very nebulous. Their actual epperrence in a hull is
hard to define, end their effects not set down in any refer-
ence we could find. The values finally used were selected
only after much experimentation and calculation, and represent
what we consider to be reasonpble figures.
B. Sections
Taylor found that all ship sections cannot be handled
by the same type of mathematical equation. Fine sections, for
example, conform nicely to a fourth-order parabola, but full
sections must be handled by a hyperbolic formula. Before start-
ing the calculation of either type, however, it is necessary to
find certain constants. This is done in the tabl^ headed "Con-
stants for Sections", a copy of which is included at the end of
this Appendix. First we define;
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f Flare— the tangent of the angle between the vertical
and the ship's side at the Designer's Water Line,
measured on the unit ship. The flare, f, of the unit
ship Is related to the flare, F, of the actual ship
by;
F s fB/2H
R Dead-rise Coefficient—the cotangent of the angle
between the horizontal and the ship's bottom, at the
keel, measured on the unit ship. The dead-rise co-
efficient, R, of the unit ship Is related to the ac-
tual dead-rise by:
Actual Cotangent = RB/2H
(This coefficient is designated in reference (7) as
"1", but since this is also the symbol for the longi-
tudinal coefficient, th^ authors have changed it to
"R"J
»
fflg Section Coefficient—the ratio of the area of a given
section to the area of the circumscribing rectangle.
That is,
^s = -^s/^s^s
For the unit ship, B/2 and H are both unity at the mid-
ship section. At the given section, H is still unity,
but Bg/2 is the product of the Fraction of Midship
Beam, y-^, (found from the Designer's Water Line calcu-




the area of this section, A,, le the
product of the
Fraction of Midship Section Area, A,
(found from the
Sectional Area calculation) and the area of the
mid-
ship section, which is mBH. Thus m^
reduces to:
mg = Am/y^
Section Coefficient for zero flare.
This U defined
in reference (?) ^y*
m. , (m, - f/2)/(l - f)
^O =* '8
This coefficient, which is unnamed, is used
to find
the dead-rise coefficient of the hyperbolic
sections.
It is not defined in the text, and is
of dubious
utility. It appears in:
R - 1/L - f(l - L)/L
The quantity, R, is Inherent in the
method of calcula-
tion of hyperbolic sections, and is found
for them
simply to get a curve of R along the
ship. This is
80 that when the shift is made from
hyperbolic s to
parabollcs, the values chosen for the latter
will fair
in with those Inherent in the former.
These various parameters are calculated.
First we Inspect the
values of m^, since they determine the type
of section. For
values of m^ between O.JO and 0.75, we
can obtain almost iden-
tical sections with either method of
calculation. For smaller
values we must use fourth-power formulae,
and for larger values,
hyperbolic formulae. The value at which to shift
from one to
the other is suggested in the text as 0.72,
but as a practlcpl
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matter the hyperbolic sections are so much more eatlRfectory
that the authors used O.70 with good results.
1. Hyperbolic Sections
For computing a hyperbolic section, v/e need only
the following:
m^
From the value of m^ and the curve on page 52 of reference (7),
we obtain a value of the function p(x) for each waterllne, end
simply follow down the table. With a calculating machine, a
hyperbolic section may be computed In less than fifteen minutes.
2. Fourth-Power Sections
These present a good bit more difficulty, since we
must Include the Dead-rise Coefficient, R, In the calculation
and It is purely arbitrary. A curve of R for the hyperbolic
sections (which should be computed first) will aid somewhat In
determining Its value for the fourth-power sections. In a
ten-station hull, however, this Is by no means infallible. The
value of R is not sensitive. The authors varied it in steps
of 0.5 in the Indicated direction and obtained good results.
Nevertheless, it was sometimes necessary to make two or three
(in one case, five) calculations before obtaining a satlsfectory
section. No wholly satisfactory method of fixing R wes ever
found. The text makes no mention of any, and various tries by
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the authors failed abysmally; the most direct approach is
to assume o vnlue of H as Indicsted by the curve mentioned
above, calculate the section, plot it in relation to the
hyperbolic sections already computed, and change R in the
direction shown by the plot and the adjacent sections, so
as to have a fair hull. (The authors found that all hulls
and all their vrriations v;ere best plotted on coordinete
paper, both because of the time saved and the accuracy
achieved.
)
Of course changes in the section shape may be made
by varying f, but rather than introduce one more variable
into an already overcrowded field, the authors preferred to
keep this parameter constant between hull forms. The values
used were taken from the example ship vrorked out by Taylor















As stated, these Lines are too complete for the pur-
poses of a stability Investigation. The authors have, there-
fore, e:<pended some effort in condensing the calculations and
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In simplifying certain portions. Briefly,
1. Ten stations were used insteed of forty, the
end etetlons having zero area.
2. The tv/o halves of the unit ship were welded,
60 to speak, so that one celculation form
serves to compute the entire hull.
3. Half-siding was omitted entirely.
h. Bulbous bows were not used.
5. For the sections, ten equally-spaced water-
lines were used, plus a #^ \VL to aid in drawing
the curve. The #1.2 v/L provided for in the
text was not used, since the above-water body
was faired in by eye.
6. Certain simplifications were made in the "Coh-
etsnts for Sections" Table, as ejqplained.
7. No attempt v/as made to convert the Fraction of
Midship Beam, y or the Fraction of Midship
Section Area, A, to octual offsets or areas,
since by this method we retain a perfectly gen-
eral hull form.
These have been assembled into a series of computation forms,
samples of which are included at the end of this Appendix.
Their use cuts dowi% the time of computation immeasurably. The
bold- face figures in these forms are the constants computed by




It l8 difficult to give any rigid estimate of the
time required to compute en entire hull, since it^eems to
vary about inversely as the fineness. Ho^'-ever, with e very
full ship, one in which all the sections may be computed ',rith
the hyperbolic formulae, the calculation may be completed in
•less than four hours with these forms and a calculating
machine. For a very fine ship, one in which all the sections
must be computed by fourth-power formulae, the calculation
may teke up to fifteen hours, although it can be done in about
seven, if the calculator is fortunate. This discrepancy is
due entirely to the necessity for adjusting the values of R,
plus the added complexity of the fourth-power forms.
In Taylor's ISs thema ti ca 1 Lines as given in refer-
ence (7) and the foregoing discussion, the resulting hulls will
all be of the merchant type. That is, the flat keel remains
at the base line for the entire length of the ship. Naval
vessels are not normally built in this fashion, but hove the
dead-wood cut away severely aft of about Station #7:
DWi
The Lines as given by Taylor make no provision for this idio-
syncrasy. If such a profile is desired, however, the authors
have evolved a very simple method for obtaining it.
First, draw the profile. Measure cfarefully the dis-
tance from the base line to the bottom of the flat keel, end
5<\

the dreft to the iJeslgner' s Wptnr Line at erch station pf-
fected. This draft Is denoted as h. Then the section co-
efficient of this station is:
nig = Ag/Bgh
The section coefficient of the station obtained from the
Mfithematicr.l Lines will be:
We naturally desire the seme sectional area for each of theps
hulls, since to have othervise would change the longitudinal
coefficient of the ship. We equate the expressions for A-
and find thnt:
nig - nig X H/h
If ve substitute this new value of section coefficient In the
computation forms and complete the calculation, we will have
the offsets of the desired station. The waterllnes will be
spaced closer together in the retio of h/H, of course, but all
we have to do is to start laying off the offsets at the new
draft, h, using the new waterllnes. Where the original water-
lines cross the outline of the new section, we can pick off
the offsets to go with the other sections, if their nuraericpl
value Is necescary to some calculation. For the purpose of
stability, this will not be the cr-se, and the outline itself
is all we will need. Incidentally, this will probrbly simplify
the hull computation a little, since the new vplue of ml will
always be larger than the original rag, and may well be large




There is one drav/bPck to this, from the authors*
point of vietv. Hecfilllng the forrriula for dIq:
mo = (mg - f/2)/(l - f)
we see thf t if f Is greater thpn 1.0, m© turns out to be
negative. However, it is also true that in the stf?tions
where such a condition would be present (Station #9 in Hull
Series "A" and "B" was in this category), the value of m
is small enough so that the numerator of the fraction is
also negative, and mo Is positive. If, however, the value
of mg is Increased In the ratio of H/h, the numerator may
well turn out to be positive, and then m^ is negative. For
the use of Taylor's Mathematical Lines, this is not permis-
sible, since the curves of J?(x) versus mo are not defined
below about O.6O. We have no choice, then, but to change the
value of flare, f, sufficiently to give us a usable value of
mQ. The authors do not believe that this would be a fatal
error In this stability calculation, nor do they feel that a
hull profile of this sort will introduce any fflojor changes in
the overall stability characteristics of a ship, largely be-
cause the stations effected are at the ends of the ship and
are of small area. Nevertheless, the order of magnitude of
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A Mathematical Analysis of Statical Stability
Mathematical lines defining the ship form suggest
the possibility of developing mathematical equations for
statical stability. It is the object of this appendix to
develop genDral equations for innersed volume and righting
moment using the hypothesis that analytical mathematical
lines are available, and then to show the difficulties in
adopting Taylor's Mathematical Lines to the general equations.
General Coordinate System.
Origin of coordinates at forefoot,
Z axis along keel,
xz plane is C.L. plane,
yx planes are section c\arves.
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^ - angle of inclination.
h, - intersection of inclined water plane and centerline plane,
P - X coordinate of shallow intersection of water plane and shell,
Q - X coordinate of deep intersection of water plane and shell.
D - depth,
V - immersed volvuoe (L^),
M - righting moment (L^).
Assuming G at the keel for convenience, we take the
first moment of the immersed sectional area about an axis through





Now integrating' along the length of the ship:
o 9 e%o
V - 2- // y o/K c/2. -»- f*"f^^ly -r-(h-X) coY-0'] d\ dz. [3J
For any given angle of incllnption, JJ, and in-
clined frnft, h, solution of equations (3) an:\ (^0 ^/ov.ld
give Cii\^ point on a cross curve of statical -tahlllty.
The limits of integration, P and Q,, would have
to be obtained from the equation for the intersection of
the r^ater plane and the shell, as follo^-js:
'Alien the deck edge ie ircinersed, note that Q. re-
mains equal to D. Kence, equation (6) no longer applies.
The angle of deck edge iminersion is found from the rf;la-
tion:
It is readily seen that for a given ^ and h, P
and Q, are functions of z.
The general equations (3) ?-""?- (^) are useful only
if; (1) the ship sclid can be defined in auch a r.rnner that
y is analytical in x and z; and, (2) the equations for de-
termining P and Q, (5 and 6), can be solved in t^rms of
2, y», and h.
<oQ

Unfortunately, these reoulrements are not fulfilled
by Taylor's Mathematical Lines. Hence, it is necessary to
modify equations (3) and (^) to lend themselves to nur.ericfil
Integration for such lines.
Taylor's secticnal area curve for fine sections is
given in the fomi:
where Y, M, F, and L are functions of x alone and could be
easily integrated in equations (3) and (^). Also, unit sec-
tion coefficient (m) is analytical by means of Taylor's
'equation for the curve of sectional areas. Hon^ever, flare
(f) and deadrise coefficient (h) are not easily definable as
functions of z, as explained in ,.ppendix (A).
A slnilar problem arises in Taylor's formula for
full sections:
in which f and c are not readily definable es functions of 2.
The possibility of numerical Integration of equa-
tions (3) and (^) is now considered.
Taylor's coefficients (R, f, m, etc.) are based
upon unit curves such that x is one when y is one. If we
let X 5 X and y = 2Y where X and Y are the general coordi-
nates of equations (?) and (^), and y^ is a fraction such
that By^ is the deck width of the section in question, then





Note that x and y are nov/ dlmenelonlesE coordi-
nates of unit curves such that x Is one when y Is one.





ff >-/> ^'< - /^^ ^^^ " <^-^J-^^J^^j [ij
Since GZ = M , we obtain the following diraension-
Xess expression for righting arm as a fraction of depth:
D " 'o ^'^
Equation (S) can be solved by numerical integra-
tion of Taylor's Lines substituting for y the equation for
each section after m, f , and R have been determined. Also,
it is necessary to solve the intersection equations (5, 6,
and 7) for each section considered.
Equation {&) shows several interesting facts about
the stability of any mathematical hull form.
(a) The dimensionless righting arm, OZ is inde-
nt
pendent of length, (L).
(b) az is a function of B, p, h, and the formT 15
function y.
(c) For a given ship with B and y fixed, G-Z ig
a function of p and h alone.
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• Equation (S) is a perfectly general e«vj.atlon for
righting arm and does not depend on the usual assumptlonfi
that sheer Is zero or that longitudinal trim during inclina-
tion is constant, since depth (d) and inclined draft (h)
may be considered as functions of z. To find the lont'ltudl-
nal trim after inclination so that the correct h (h is a
function of z) may be substituted in equation (2) for the
stability corrected for longitudinal trim, use can be made
of the following equation based on the restraint that the
longitudinal moment after Inclination must be zero:
V is e function of h, hence solution of equation
(9) would give h as a function of z. This value ofh should
"
be substituted in equation (g) if correction for longitudinal
trim is desired.
The analytical methods, outlined in this appendix
were rejected by thr- authors insofar as their specific applir-
oatlon to Teylor's Mathemntlcel Lines is concerned beceuse
the process of actually drawing body plans from offsets crl-
culf.ted by Taylor's method and analyzing these for stability
by mechanical integration seemed to be a more positive and
rapid raeens of reaching the objective of the thesis.
Nevertheless, it is felt the t future investigators
may find an extension of the analytical methods outlined here
to be fruitful. Work similar to that of Latimer and Ramsey
1\

(see ref. ^) , where simple geometric forms are investigated
for statical stability, could be done readily by equations
(3) and (h) for forms analytical In z and equations (3') and
(^') for forms not analytical in z. This would have the ad-
vantage over the integrator method that longitudinal trim dur-
ing inclination need not be ignored. Also, it might prove to
be of value to differentiate equation (^) and set it equal to
zero to obtain an expression for the maximum righting arm for
various form functions (y). In like manner, an expression for




r^xample of the Use of Equation (g) .
Consider a square ended barge. Then B/D = 1,
yt) = 1, and the form function y = 1.
Equation (S) simplifies to:
P Q
D
f . r r_i_ V XATlB ^ h y - v^ ( K^-ghx-^ x^jcote ltjy
f^dx + r®Q-i-+ hcote -xcote] ^^
o ^
2 V »?
FOR ' THE CASE WHERE G= M?** AND h= l/S
h
-tAti^ - '/i_ - V^ - o
2L
D










Summary of Data and Gnlculotlong













t - 1.0 17^
an- 0.0 0.0
1 m 0.67 0.67
8
Flare .23^ .2^0 .O32 .000 .000 .000 .O55 .333 I.500
No camber, sheer, or half-sldlng.





150 -.0135 -.0135 -.0135 -.0135
30° -.0152 -.0152 -.0152 -.oigg
^5° .0065 .0033 -.0110 -.03S6
60°
.0373 .0126 -.0105 -.0665
B/H c 2.5 GM/B s 0.0331
D/H 2.0 l.g 1.6 1.^^
15° .0110 .0110 .0110 .0110
30°




.0777 .oii-g7 .0126 -.0201]-
B/H = 3.0 OM/B = 0.104 B/H = 3.5 OM/B 3 0.167
D/H 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 D/H 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4
15° .0268 .0268 .0268 .0268 15° .0442 .0442 .0442 .04^2
30° .0644 .0644 .0562 .0342 30° .0966 .0944 .0812 .0564
1^.50
.0954 .0776 .0494 .0150 45O .1200 .1015 .0739 .0335
60°
.0872 .0640 .0276 - .0154 60° .1080 .0783 .0422 .0044
B/H . 4.0 GM/B a 0.2245
D/H 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4
15° .0618 .0618 .0618 .0618
30° .1200 .1115 .0974 .0660
450 .1367 .1123 .0858 .0429
60° .1136 .0846 .0515 .0169
7i

II. Hull Series "B»:
Hull Coefficients: D\VL Fpv&metere;
1 B 0.67 As In Series "A",
b • 0,^69
P « 0.77
Flare as In Series "A".
No camber, sheer, or half-sldlng.
TaBL;i:s of OZ/B ;
Sectional Area Parameters:
As In Series "A".
B/H a 2.0 QM/B e 0.02^5 B/B[ = 2.5 GM/EJ = 0.123
D/H 2.0
.00^9
l.S 1.6 lA D/H
15°
2.0







.0153 30° .061^ .061^1-
.0607 .ohH
il-50









B/H a 3.0 GM/B = 0.201 B/H = 3.5 GrU/B = 0.273






















B/H a k.O GK/B 3 O.339
D/H 2.0 l.g 1.6 1.1;
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